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The Three Critiques of Immanuel Kant
This book consists of all the letters, arranged alphabetically, in Immanuel Kant’s *The Critique of Pure Reason*, *The Critique of Practical Reason*, and *The Critique of Aesthetic Judgement*, as translated into English by J.M.D. Meiklejohn, Thomas Kingsmith Abbot, and James Creed Meredith, respectively.

A version of this book was originally published in 2000 as the first volume of a two volume hand-bound edition of three. While the content has not been altered, the layout has been updated.

Titles and folios of this volume have been set in Dutch Type Library’s *Documenta Roman*, designed by Frank E. Blokland, while the body has been set in FontFont’s *MetaPlus Normal*, designed by Erik Spiekermann.

Great thanks to the Toronto Arts Council for assistance in the development of this edition.